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PETER HALLEY 
ALESSANDRO MENDINI 
 
 
 
New York artist PETER HALLEY and Italian architect and designer ALESSANDRO MENDINI 
will exhibit their latest collaborative project at Mary Boone Gallery, 745 Fifth Avenue, from 
2 May to 29 June 2013.  
 
The exhibition will feature nine new Halley paintings installed on digitally-printed wallpaper 
designed by Mendini in his atelier in Milan, Italy.  
  
Halley’s paintings continue to use his now-iconic cell and prison imagery, however, now 
with a satirical, playful tone. Compact in size (no dimension is greater than five feet), his 
once-grounded structures are now seemingly suspended from their conduits or hover 
freely above their solid backgrounds. Mendini’s brightly colored wallpaper is printed in 
three different meter-wide modules, which are repeated in varying sequences around the 
Gallery. Halley, who has long been interested in the interaction between his paintings and 
architecture, invited Mendini to design this wall mural to create an intense interaction 
between his painting and the architectural setting created by Mendini’s intervention. 
 
This exhibition is the first collaboration in the United States for Halley and Mendini. Two 
previous projects also paired paintings by Halley and wall-works by Mendini. In 2005, as 
designer of the Byblos Art Hotel in Verona, Italy, Mendini painted a wall mural to 
accompany Halley’s two commissioned paintings. Subsequently, in 2008, Halley and 
Mendini first collaborated on an installation at Galleria Massimo Minini in Brescia, Italy. For 
this site-specific work, the artist and architect, responding to each other’s email sketches, 
developed an immersive environment with Halley’s paintings exhibited against Mendini’s 
dynamic wall mural. At Mary Boone Gallery in New York, the two have paired once again 
on an installation -- their email exchanges of designs and samples provoking a dialogue 
about their mutual influences, creative practice, and the space of the Gallery. 
 
PETER HALLEY was first recognized in the mid-1980s for his high-keyed austere paintings 
that diagram contemporary social space. Since the mid-1990s, he has also created site-
specific installations integrating his work in painting with digitally produced wall prints. He 
was awarded the Frank Jewett Mather Award for excellence in art criticism by the College 
Art Association in 2001 for his critical essays addressing art and societal change. He 
served as the Director of Graduate Studies in Painting and Printmaking at the Yale School 
of Art from 2002 to 2011. From 1996 to 2005 he published index magazine, featuring in-

JACOB HASHIMOTO
Skyfarm Fortress
6 September to 25 October 2014

On 6 September 2014, Mary Boone Gallery will open at its Chelsea location Skyfarm 
Fortress, the first large-scale, site-specific installation by JACOB HASHIMOTO to be 
shown in New York.

This East Coast installation serves as a counterpoint to Hashimoto’s immense Gas Giant 
that opened at MOCA Pacific Design Center in Los Angeles in March 2014. Comprised of 
thousands of the artist’s signature bamboo and paper “kites” intricately strung together, 
Gas Giant offered the viewer an immersive, shifting, free-floating arena to explore.

With Skyfarm Fortress, Hashimoto similarly creates a wall to wall, floor to ceiling 
environment, but anchors the three dimensional sculpture with a complex system of 
suspended open cubes that coalesce from the alignment of solid black square kites. 
This architectural grid – Brutalism at its most ethereal – both visually supports and 
penetrates a band of overlapping planes of multi-colored collaged elements. 

Above this dynamic substructure is a canopy of white elliptical kites. Cloud-like, 
translucent, out of reach, and constantly rippling from air currents, this Sky contrasts 
with the perceived rigidity of the Fortress below. From balletic components, Hashimoto 
creates a tense narrative of abstract form and composition.

The exhibition, 541 West 24 Street, is on view through 25 October 2014.
For further information, please contact Ron Warren at the Gallery, or visit our  
website www.maryboonegallery.com.


